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ROBERTSON DEC. ISO MOTION FOR Case No. 4:19-cv-0754-DMR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

I, Christian Robertson, declare as follows: 

1. The information contained herein is true and correct and if called upon as a witness, 

I could and would competently testify thereto.  I am authorized and competent to testify to the 

matters listed in this declaration, and unless otherwise indicated, I make this declaration on personal 

knowledge. 

2. I work as an Executive Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Wyndham 

Vacation Ownership, Inc. (“WVO” or the “Company”).  In this position, I am generally responsible 

for overseeing the Company’s sales and marketing operations in California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, 

Colorado and Washington.  My job duties include, but are not limited to overseeing the sales and 

marketing functions and operations in those states and managing senior level sales and marketing 

leaders in my region, including hiring, firing and disciplining those employees.   In addition, sales 

compliance issues are occasionally escalated to my attention and I may be called upon to make 

employment-related decisions, up to and including termination, related to those issues as well. I 

was responsible for managing the Company’s sales and marketing operations in California, 

Washington, and Oregon in 2017. 

3. As a result of my work as an Executive Vice President overseeing sales and 

marketing operations, I am knowledgeable of and familiar with the Company’s procedures for 

creating incentive compensation plans for WVO sales managers in 2017.  As part of my job 

responsibilities, at times I may have generally reviewed and/or provided guidance on the monthly 

incentive compensation plans for California-based sales managers and above in 2017 which were 

created by the Company’s Irvine, California based business operations team.   

4. In 2017, Kristi Willis of the Company’s regional business operations team in Irvine, 

California generated monthly incentive compensation plans for California-based sales managers 

based on a pre-existing formula which assigned targets for incentive compensation and goals based 

on the number of managers and the individual monthly budget of the Company location in which 

the sales manager worked.  I may have generally reviewed and/or provided guidance on the monthly 

incentive compensation plans created by Ms. Willis for WVO’s California based sales managers in 

2016 and 2017.  As a result of working with Ms. Willis to approve these plans, I am aware of the 
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ROBERTSON DEC. ISO MOTION FOR Case No. 4:19-cv-0754-DMR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

drivers for the incentive compensation targets and goals listed in these plans. 

5. Attached to this document as Exhibit A is an unsigned copy of the March 2017 

monthly incentive compensation plan for Christopher Lapping, a former Company sales manager 

who worked in WVO’s Donatello property in San Francisco, California. Ms. Willis created and 

provided me with a draft copy of this plan in early 2017.  The Regional Business Operations Team 

created this plan using the pre-existing formula which assigned incentive compensation figures and 

goals based solely on the number of managers and monthly budget of the Donatello property 

located in San Francisco, California.  I made no revisions to Mr. Lapping’s March 2017 incentive 

compensation plan that Ms. Willis presented, and I approved this plan.   

6. Around late February 2017, I was generally aware that the law firm Baker Hostetler 

was conducting an investigation regarding the Donatello property.   

7. On March 17, 2017, Company Regional Vice President of Human Resources Laurie 

Saltzman informed me that this law firm had created a report regarding its investigation and that 

Ms. Saltzman wished to review and discuss the report with me. 

8. I received a copy of this report on March 20, 2017; attached to this declaration as 

Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the report I received, though it appears that numbers have 

been stamped on the bottom of the report’s pages and that a name has been redacted from the first 

page.   

9. I reviewed the report with Ms. Saltzman on the morning of March 20, 2017.  Based 

on my review of the report, it appeared that the third party law firm had concluded that Company 

employees Matthew Muro and Christopher Lapping had engaged in inappropriate conduct and that 

their employment should be ended as a result.  I honestly believed the conclusions and 

recommendations contained in the report, and consulted with Ms. Saltzman regarding the report’s 

conclusions and recommendations with respect to Mr. Muro and Mr. Lapping.   

10. After consulting with Ms. Saltzman, and based on the conclusions in the report, I 

determined that WVO should follow the recommendations in the report and that WVO should 

terminate Mr. Lapping and Mr. Muro.  Mr. Lapping worked as the Donatello’s sales manager and 

Mr. Muro worked as the Donatello’s sales director. I informed Ms. Saltzman of my decision to 
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ROBERTSON DEC. ISO MOTION FOR Case No. 4:19-cv-0754-DMR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

terminate the employment of Mr. Lapping and Mr. Muro on March 20, 2017. 

11. I understood from the report that Mr. Lapping had expressed some concerns against 

Mr. Muro.  However, these stated concerns had no impact on my decision to terminate Mr. 

Lapping’s employment as, according to the report, Mr. Lapping had multiple opportunities to raise 

these concerns and apparently only did so after he feared his job was at risk.  I was also aware that 

Mr. Lapping sent a February 13, 2017 email entitled “Problems at the Donatello” to Company HR 

regarding Mr. Muro.  This email had absolutely no impact on my decision to terminate Mr. 

Lapping’s employment, and had no impact on my approval of Mr. Lapping’s March 2017 monthly 

incentive compensation plan.  I did not inform any member of the business operations team based 

in Irvine, California, including Ms. Willis, of Mr. Lapping’s February 13, 2017 “Problems at the 

Donatello” email.   

I declare under penalty of perjury of the United States of America and the State of California 

that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on July 21, 2020 in Irvine, California.  

_________________________ 

Christian Robertson 

4850-7709-2026, v. 7
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Wyndham Vacation Ownership 
2017 Compensation Plan 

INHOUSE SALES MANAGER 
SAN FRANCISCO SHELL 

PLAN NAME: INHOUSE_MGR 
SITE ID: DO 
BU: 386 

Effective Date: 3/01/2017 

Annual Salary $47,500 

Weekly Override Rate %'s Owner New Owner 
Manager/Team Override 0.08 
Close/TO Override 1.00 1.75 
Presenter Override 0.50 1.50 

Monthly Commission Monthly Volume Hurdles 
Hurdle # % Volume Mar 

1 0.10% $ 638,965 
2 0.15% $ 670,913 
3 0.19% $ 702,862 

4 0.24% $ 766,758 
5 0.34% $ 862,603 

6 0.48% $ 958,448 
NOA Minimum 5 

Function: MANAGER 

Function 
MANAGER 
TO 
PRESENTER-NONPODIUM 

New Owner Acquisition (NON minimum must be achieved to receive a monthly bonus rate above Hurdle 2 

Signature Acknowledgment 
Please review, sign and send your signed compensation statement to your HR Representative 

I have received and fully understand the components of my 2017 Compensation Plan. I have also received a copy of the 2017 Compensation Plan Overview. This Plan 

supersedes and replaces all previous compensation plans as it relates to the subject matter hereof and is dated and effective as of the date stated above. I 

acknowledge that The Company reserves the right to change this Plan, including the calculation of Incentive at any time. In the event of disagreement as to the 
method of calculation of my Incentive I understand that the Company's decision shall be binding. 

Print Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 

WWID: 

Lapping 00286 
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BakerHostetler 
Baker&Hostetler LLP 

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED AND 
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT 

11601 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 1400 
Los Angeles, CA 90025-0509 

T 310,820,8800 
F 310,820.8859 
www.bakerlaw.com 

Sabrina L. Shadi 
direct dial: 31 0.442.8848 
ssbadi@bakerlaw.com 

TO: 

FROM: Sabrina L. Shadi and Shareef S. Farag 

DATE: March 17, 2017 

SUBJECT: Investigation Regarding Sales Compliance at The Donatello 

I. Introduction 

You engaged us to conduct an investigation based on complaints you received-- in the form of 
emails from sales representatives', sales integrity complaints, exit interviews with departing sales 
representatives, a Wyntegrity complaint and an unemployment claim form—pertaining to sales 
compliance concerns at The Donatello in San Francisco California (the "Site"), as well as claims 
of harassment and retaliation carried out by leadership at the Site. The primary subj ects of these 
complaints were Christopher Lapping (Manager, Sales), Cameron Maxwell (Sales 
Representative, IT) and Matthew Muro (Director, Sales & Marketing). 

A summary of information we, along with Human Resources representative Barbara Masticola 
and Director, Human Resources - Sales & Marketing Kaui Crivello, gathered through in person 
and telephonic interviews as well as written correspondence is attached to this memo as 
Appendix A. 

Our conclusions and recommendations are provided below. 

We note that Niloufer Bassa, one of the representatives who submitted complaints by email, sent an email to Maui 
Crivello on March 10, 2017, which included some new allegations which were not attached to any specific 
individual. Ms. Bassa had declined the opportunity to be interviewed in person, and instead opted to complete a 
written questionnaire we provided to her to address any and all complaints she may have. Her March 10 email post-
dated her receipt of that questionnaire. We are awaiting her responses and will perform any follow up indicated by 
those responses and/or the March 10 email. 

Atlanta Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland Columbus Costa Mesa Denver 
Houston Los Angeles New York Orlando Philadelphia Seattle Washington, DC 

610498904.2 
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Peter Wcndzel and Alex Zaharias 
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Page 2 

H. Conclusions Regarding Allegations and Related Issues Arising During Investigation 

A. Allegation: Sales and Marketing Personnel Violated Compliance Policies 

Our investigation substantiated that sales and marketing personnel at the Site violated Wyndham 
Vacation Ownership, Inc.'s ("WVO") sales compliance policies. Current and former sales 
representatives described sales practices at the Site as deceptive, misleading, shady, unethical 
and creating risk to their real estate licenses. The evidence gathered reflects that the most 
egregious violations were committed by Lapping, Maxwell and Muro, each of whom were 
reported to have represented to prospective owners that WVO has a buyback program and to 
have encouraged sales representatives to withhold information relevant to rescission rights, 
remove documents from owner kits and to make information up or lie in order to make sales. 
Records reflect that Maxwell, in particular, had about a dozen SCIF's in the past year, most of 
which led to cancellations. 

Our investigation also substantiated that Pam Fyffe filled out credit card applications for 
customers and continued to do so after she was counseled by Muro to stop, and that she may 
have also attempted to conceal the nature or content of the application from prospective owners. 

B. Allegation: Leaders Interfered With Representatives' Earning Potential 

Our investigation substantiated that Lapping regularly (and Muro occasionally) manipulated the 
tour rotation, which would cause some representatives to lose the opportunity to take tours when 
it would have been their turn to do so had the established hotbox tour rotation process been 
followed. 

It was also substantiated that, on multiple occasions, Muro instructed that T/O credit for certain 
deals (mostly Front Line) be taken away from Lapping. What remains unclear is whether 
Lapping was actually entitled to be identified as T/O for some of the deals at issue based on his 
participation (or lack thereof) in closing the deals. 

C. Allegation: Leaders Engage In Harassment and/or Retaliation 

Our investigation did not substantiate that leaders at the Site have taken adverse employment 
actions against employees based on their engagement in protected activity. However, we did 
substantiate that Muro created an atmosphere where multiple representatives felt that their jobs 
were at risk, that Muro could ruin their careers, that loyalty to Muro was necessary in order to 
have his protection and that if he did not like a representative for some reason, he would behave 
in a way that would motivate the person to quit or otherwise set them up to fail. 

We partially substantiated that Muro has made racist statements to or about WVO employees and 
note that the three individuals who made these claims about him (Niloufer Bassa, Maxwell and 
Lapping) also appear to be motivated by some degree of self-interest. 

610498904.2 
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We also partially substantiated that Lapping has acted in an aggressive, angry or hostile manner 
toward certain sales representatives. 

III. Recommendations 

A. Pamela Fyffe 

We recommend that some level of discipline be issued to Fyffe consistent with company practice 
and other pertinent circumstances. 

B. Christopher Lapping 

We recommend separating Lapping from employment. Even if, as some evidence suggests, 
Lapping would attribute much of his conduct to being forced into it by Muro, he had an 
obligation as a manager and leader to bring any concerns forward through one of the several 
avenues available at WVO to report misconduct. Instead, he did not come forward with any 
complaint until he apparently feared his job was at risk and, it seems, was persuaded by Maxwell 
to join him in his complaints against Muro. If, for some reason, the company decides not to 
separate Lapping from employment, he should be demoted, required to retrain as a sales 
representative and given a last and final warning. 

C. Cameron Maxwell 

If Maxwell had not resigned during our investigation, we would have recommended that his 
employment be terminated based on the significant evidence of compliance violations by 
Maxwell. As he is no longer employed by WVO, we recommend that he be designated as 
ineligible for rehire for the same reasons. 

D. Derek Milholland 

We recommend further investigation and review with regard to Milholland's role in the decline 
of the Site. Of particular concern is his knowledge and responsiveness (or lack thereof) with 
regard to the high number of SCIF's coming from the Site. Also, many people we interviewed 
spoke of a culture that allowed or even encouraged violations of compliance policies. Culture 
comes from the top. Interviewees also conveyed a sense that because Muro turned the Site 
around financially at one point in time, that Milholland did not pay attention to how sales were 
being made, what the working environment was like for representatives or how Muro was 
performing as a leader other than on a fmancial basis. 

E. Matthew Muro 

We recommend separating Muro from employment. Even if only a portion of the allegations 
made against him are true, the Site has literally fallen apart under his leadership, and he should 
be held accountable for the environment which has caused numerous representatives to resign 
from WVO and allowed Maxwell, who had at least a dozen SCIF's over the course of the year, 

610498904,2 
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to not only remain employed without consequence but also to be awarded President's Club 
status. 

F. QA Process 

We recommend that a root cause analysis be performed to determine where the points of failure 
were in the QA Process as it pertains to the Site, beyond the apparent shortage of 
trained/qualified personnel, and that additional resources and training be provided to ensure that 
this process works effectively in the future. 

610498904.2 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

Allegations Against Chris Lapping 

• Bernstein alleged that Lapping advised customers that the company had a 
buyback program 

• Burton alleged that Lapping instructed her to withhold information and 
mislead customers, including (contrary to the training she had received) by 
never bringing out the book from the customer kits or otherwise showing 
customers the points required for particular sites and never mentioning the 
$189 fee to customers 

• Bessa alleged that Lapping is a liar, manipulative and sneaky 
including allowing sales numbers to show a high level of front line sales 
by Fyffe when she had only been taking owner tours and admitting that he 
made up things to say in connection with providing Bassa advice for 
making sales 

• Carrum reported that Lapping joked about just making "s***" up when 
talking to prospective owners 

• Carpe alleged that Lapping would pack deals and tell owners they receive 
extra specials when really those items are already included in the package 

• Bernstein expressed suspicion that she was retaliated against for 
correcting a statement Lapping made in a presentation 

■ Rocke and Infante confirmed that Lapping manipulated the tour rotation, 
including by allowing certain in house reps to choose the tours they 
wanted to take 

• Carrum reported that Lapping was not interested in helping her succeed or 
ensuring that she got an opportunity with prospective clients 

■ Carrum reported that Lapping asked her whether she had anxiety 
problems and if she needed medication 

■ Carrum reported that Lapping spoke derisively about other employees in 
front of her, including that Lapping along with Muro inappropriately 
remarked to her that another Sales Representative, Alfredo Capelad, was 
the worst employee ever hired by the Company 

Attorney-Client Privileged Communication / Attorney Work Product 

Appendix A 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

• Carrum reported Lapping acted in an aggressive or hostile nature toward 
her and made her feel threatened 

• Bassa alleged that Lapping was engaged in a campaign of harassment 
and abuse toward her and had anger management issues 

• Rocke reported that Lapping does not have a disconnect 'between 
business and emotion and takes things personally even when a choice 
that affects him at work is based on an SOP 

• Carrum reported that Lapping repeatedly assured her that he had taken 
care of missing commissions but had not done so 

Attorney-Client Privileged Communication / Attorney Work Product 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

Allegations Against Cameron Maxwell 

• Bernstein, Carpe and Rocke each alleged that Maxwell made 
misstatements to customers, including: 

o Credit card rewards can be used to pay maintenance fees 

o WVO has a buyback program 

o WVO will "buy back points at 35% if you own it for two years" 

o Owners can sell their points for full value 

o Owners can get their maintenance fees totally paid off if they buy 
more 

o Owners will have access to all Wyndham properties 

o If an owner has resell points, they can make them into real points 

o Owners can take 12 timeshare points and make them into Shell 
points 

• Maxwell is the subject of no less than 12 SCIF's in the past year, most of 
which led to cancellations; two of the reports reflect that Maxwell has told 
customers that WVO has a buyback program 

• During interview, Maxwell denied being aware of the SCIF's 

• Bassa claims she complained to Powers about lies Maxwell was telling 

• Rocke stated that she has seen shadiness with Maxwell, that there always 
seem to be problems with customers feeling like they were cheated or lied 
to by him, that they receive numerous complaints about him and he resists 
taking or responding to customer calls 

• Abuan reported that she saw another admin find a rescission book that 
appeared to have been hidden in a storage closet on a day when Maxwell 
was the only rep who had a deal, and Maxwell was seen trying to get 
access to the bag with the owner's kit on the same day 

• Rocke reported that Maxwell has QA'd his own deals even though reps 
should not QA their own deals and he was not trained to QA deals at all 

3 
Attorney-Client Privileged Communication / Attorney Work Product 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

• Bassa alleged that she saw Maxwell QA a deal in which he failed to 
advise the customers about their rescission rights 

• Bassa alleged that Brown told her Maxwell "tells some real whoppers" 

• Bassa alleged that she was mocked and disparaged by Maxwell for going 
to HR with issues she had 

• Bassa alleged that Jennings told her that Maxwell had sexually harassed 
Jennings 

• Bassa alleged that Maxwell told Rocke not to talk to Bassa because she 
would go to HR 

• Carrum alleged that Maxwell was upset that Lapping sent him to close a 
deal for Barrett and sabotaged the deal and "made a fool" out of Barrett 

Attorney-Client Privileged Communication I Attorney Work Product 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

Allegations Against Matthew Muro 

• Maxwell and Carpe alleged that Muro makes misleading statements to 
customers, including: 

o WVO has a buyback program 

o the company will "buy back points at 35% if you own it for two 
years" 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro told him that their region is 17M under budget, 
so you can get away with anything, so cheat, lie or steal; Lapping alleged 
that he heard Muro tell Maxwell numerous times to "Do whatever you have 
to do to the that deal, we are having a bad day." 

• Maxwell alleged that he told Muro he did not feel comfortable selling to 
Ms. Akiko and that Muro responded "forget about your conscience, if we 
don't take her money somebody else will. Now go get that deal or else I 
will get it and not pay you for it. Don't worry about it she is going to die 
soon anyways;" there is a SCIF related to this transaction 

• Bernstein alleged that if a customer's income was not high enough, Muro 
might change their income on the application 

• Burton alleged that Muro withholds important information from customers 
which she viewed as misleading them; this included being instructed not to 
mention the $189 fee to customers 

• Carpe alleged that Muro would pack deals and tell owners they receive 
extra specials when really those items are already included in the package 

• Maxwell and Lapping alleged that Muro removed documents from owner 
kits or instructed others (including Lapping) to do so; Maxwell alleged that 
it is Muro's practice to remove the Shell Book 

• Duffy stated that he asked Muro whether reps were supposed to remove 
documents from the kit (after Brown told him they were), and Muro told 
Duffy to "zip" his mouth 

■ Muro denies that he removed documents or directed others to remove 
documents from the kits 

■ Maxwell alleged that he reported his concerns about Muro's alleged 
unethical sales practices to Muro, and Muro told him to resign to prevent 
Maxwell from telling on Muro 

5 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro has admitted to using a company card for 
dinner with his wife and friends and then documents that he took reps to 
dinner to boost their morale; Muro allegedly instructed Maxwell "if you are 
ever questioned about this just say you were at the dinner" 

• Bassa, Maxwell and Lapping alleged that Muro has made racist 
statements (note that Lapping has not heard this directly but was told by 
others, namely Maxwell) 

• Bassa alleged that Muro's most disparaging comments were about his 
colleagues or higher ups, including Cynthia Franklin; Maxwell alleged that 
Muro used the N-word when referring to Franklin, and that he referred to 
her as "the eggplant" 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro takes credit for deals which were not his and 
that Muro gave podium credit to him and Fyffe for tours for which he did 
not attend the presentation 

• Lapping, Brown, Duffy, Ford, Infante and Maxwell all confirmed that Muro 
has removed or directed admins to remove Lapping as T/O; Muro 
acknowledged that he has done this on deals for which he believed 
Lapping did insufficient work to warrant receiving the credit and one of the 
admins said she was told to take Lapping's name off of a deal if he did not 
actually go to the table 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro has stated he does not want Lapping at in-
house tables and that this is because having Lapping at an in-house table 
affects his income; Lapping repeated this allegation based on what appear 
to be comments from Maxwell 

• Maxwell, Lapping and Duffy alleged that Muro has manipulated the tour 
rotation; Muro and Jacobsen deny that Muro has done this 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro directed him to not help Capalad close deals so 
that he could have Capalad fired for performance 

• Maxwell and Duffy alleged that Muro bragged about "ruining" the careers 
of people who had crossed him, including Belmudes; Duffy reported that 
Muro told him that he made Belmudes' job difficult just to "piss him off' 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro told him about terminations before they 
happened 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro instructed him to send him an email regarding 
Bassa to him, when Maxwell was taking too long, Muro took Maxwell's 
computer and sent the email himself 

Attorney-Client Privileged Communication / Attorney Work Product 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

• Maxwell and Brown alleged that Muro openly discuss gambling at the 
Donatello and Maxwell alleged that Muro received money from bookies 
during work; Bassa alleged that Muro bragged about being addicted to 
gambling and that he would gamble and place deals on the stock market 
while he was at work; Lapping also alleged that Muro gambled on his 
phone at work 

• Maxwell alleges that Muro claims to have mafia ties 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro offered him $30,000 over three months to write 
an affidavit saying that the SCIF's he had received were not the result of 
Muro's training and to resign and then he would be rehired after 90 days 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro attempted to induce him to have his family 
invest in a friend's real estate venture and later told Ford it was a scam 

■ Bassa, Lapping and Maxwell alleged that Muro bullies and harasses 
employees 

• Bassa alleged that Muro would loudly fight with marketing sales and 
admin and that HR was aware of his behavior and took no action 

■ Maxwell and Lapping alleged that Muro retaliates against reps 

■ Bassa alleged that she attempted to switch sites numerous times and 
Muro refused to let her leave 

■ Bassa alleged that Muro challenged reps to take him to HR and said that 
no one would touch him and that Derek and Wyndham love him; she also 
said he told the reps during morning meetings that Derek agreed with him 
and they both wanted her fired so he could take her job 

• Maxwell and Lapping alleged, and Muro confirmed, that he likes to 
document all of the reps and keeps folders on each of them; reps report 
that this makes them feel like they may have done something wrong but 
Muro tries to make it seem as though he is documenting to protect them; 
Belmudes alleged that Muro instructed him to send an email to protect 
himself in a situation that arose with Bernstein; Maxwell alleged that Muro 
made reps feel that he was protecting them from Human Resources in 
order to engender loyalty 

■ Bernstein stated that she believes Muro spoke negatively about her after 
she went on leave because she confronted Lapping on the way he had 
handled a sale 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

■ Brown asked for a day off and wanted to trade for his regular day off; Muro 
responded by telling him to take two days off; the rep felt this was punitive 

• Maxwell, Duffy, Burton, Carpe and Belmudes alleged that Muro misleads 
reps regarding potential earnings and volume of front-line tours in 
connection with recruiting efforts 

• Lapping alleged that Muro told him he hated Capalad and wished he could 
fire him and that Muro told Lapping to watch while he degraded, yelled 
and screamed at Capalad in order to get him to quit and that Muro told 
Lapping not to go to Capalad's table because Muro wanted Capalad to get 
fired; Lapping also alleged that Muro directed him to reject Bassa's 
vacation request and change Allione's working days to get each of them to 
quit 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro told him not to put Lapping's name as T/O on 
any deals and that Muro was trying to get Lapping fired and was going to 
ruin his career 

■ Maxwell, through Lapping, alleged that Muro said he would let the month 
of January burn to show the VP of sales what happens when Muro takes a 
step back, and then blamed the bad month on Lapping and the reps 

• Lapping alleged that after Maxwell asked to transfer to another site, Muro 
went through all of Lapping's deals and instructed the admins to start 
documenting everything and send it to him and that Lapping could no 
longer try to save Maxwell's deals so they could be turned into SCIF's 

• Maxwell alleged that Muro gave Maxwell Viagra as an incentive for writing 
business and that the dose was large enough that his doctor told him it 
could give him a heart attack; according to Lapping, Muro also allegedly 
told Lapping, Belmudes and others at the PC trip about giving Maxwell 
Viagra 

8 
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Summary of Allegations and Support Gathered Through 
Donatello Investigation Interviews 

Allegations Against Pam Fyffe 

• Infante, Rocke and Jennings alleged that Fyffe filled out credit card 
applications for customers; Fyffe acknowledged that she had done that for 
a customer and said it was in order to help because the individual had 
vision issues; Fyffe claims she stopped after being counseled by Muro not 
to complete credit applications for customers, but Infante alleged that she 
saw Fyffe continue to do so 

• Infante alleged that it appeared that Fyffe was folding the application to 
conceal what it was from prospective owners 
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